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My opinion
There are legends but it may be time to see what they
truly are. Until it is biologically proven that snakes [1]
acquire something by being near to paper money or
golden treasures, the only thing one can decipher is
that owners and hoarders of money or gold want to
scare off beggars and stealers by keeping the myth of
poisonous and venomous snakes guarding their
money or gold alive unless owners and hoarders
erroneously believe themselves to be snake-charmers,
immune to poison or venom of snakes which will allow
only and only them to retrieve money or gold despite
poisonous and venomous snakes guarding it. Similarly,
until the after-life and paranormal phenomena are
proven beyond all doubts, the ghost stories [2]
invented to guard historic castles and haunted homes
are meant to keep interested intruders at bay. Now the
question arises whether the same can be true for so
many essential foods getting blemished because of
historical contexts attached to those foods thus
preventing their consumption by all of us wherein we
all continue to famish ourselves and our gut
microbiomes despite the abundance of such foods for
all in modern times [3-19].
Â
Few options for all of us to overcome this relative
famine for ourselves as well as for our gut
microbiomes can be the following:
â€¢â€‚â€‚â€‚â€‚â€‚Activism to make producers of
these produce change common names into scientific
names so that say banana becomes musa, coconut
becomes cocos, chocolate becomes cacao and kefir
reverses its name as rifek
â€¢â€‚â€‚â€‚â€‚â€‚Activism against mass digital media
advertisers presenting the produce in inappropriate
light so that it becomes easier for all of us to continue
eating and relishing say bananas and carrots [20-21]
because truly blissful ignorance in this regard will be
difficult-to-impossible in the globally connected
humanity when expecting globalized populations
world-over to not get affected by some local
inappropriate media representations of the produce
â€¢â€‚â€‚â€‚â€‚â€‚Activism to overcome hesitancy
regarding the consumption of bowel gas-producing
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foods [22] while so unnaturally and exclusively living
indoors with poor air changes per hour and poor
sound proofing that even smells and sounds from
inside the toilets are raising eyebrows and
perpetuating embarrassments which are requiring
additions of more unnatural chemicals and products
produced industrially and sold unabashedly to counter
our unnatural indoor living airspace's smells and
sounds
â€¢â€‚â€‚â€‚â€‚â€‚Buying the produce online for home
deliveries before consuming the produce privately in
protected privacy of homes so as to overcome the
hesitancy to buy the produce in bricks and mortar
stores or publicly consuming the produce openly in full
public glare
Â
However, rephrasing the famous words of Leonard
Alfred Schneider (Lenny Bruce) to neutralize dirty
minds preventing consumption of so-called "dirty"
foods [23-24], the best scenario will be that all of us
stare back at the public glare and freely and
unabashedly consume the produce openly and
publicly thus promoting its consumption in broad
daylight and in full limelight because changing
so-called "dirty" names may not change the dirty
minds and the world will have to constantly invent new
words to replace the old ones as similar to
adiposity-based chronic disease (ABCD) replacing
obesity (obese) replacing overweight (fat) [25-26].
Â
The bottom-line for all of us is "eat these and beat
disease" rather than "beating self if eating them"
because to prevent havoc-wreaking from inside out,
the beast within, our gut microbiomes, should not go
hungry and get famished due to blemish on the food
banished by dirty minds. Essentially, we all and our
gut microbiomes should be able to unabashedly
rejoice while openly confessing our love to relish musa,
cocos, cacao, rifek and similar other foods.
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